
Welcome to Gustavia!
A digital and modern shortcut to the Swedish heritage on St Barth



The ancient way VS. the modern



Let’s take a digital walk  
and discover the Swedish heritage in Gustavia

 This app is based on a idea from the Sweden – St Barthelemy Foundation 
and was built by students from the south of Sweden. All for everyone to be reminded that Gustavias and  

St Barths history also is a part of Swedens. Equally important for the both of us. 

Enjoy your walk! We provide the highlights FOR FREE. You, your effort!



+ =

It’s a free app… 
The ST BARTH OF SWEDEN app can be 
dowloaded to both IoS and Android smart-
phones. Beeing on St Barth all you have to 
do is to activate BlueTooth and off you go. 
Your mobile will give you a guided tour 
through the Swedish history and heritage of 
Gustavia. Best of all, you can do it back 
home as well by clicking on the pins. 

… that interacts…  
Thanks to BlueTooth technology (another 
Swedish invention) and the Beacons you will 
be reminded when your’e getting close to an 
interesting Swedish site. 

… and guides you! 
But first of all you should choose your 
language. The app comes in French, English 
and of course Swedish.

The basic technique

Beacon

A free app for IoS and Android Choose language



A virtuell walk… 
The blue dot marks where you are in 
Gustavia or on St Barth. All the red pins are 
Swedish monuments worth a visit.

…that reminds… 
You don’t have to look at your mobile all the 
time. When the Beacon identify that a 
smartphone with our app gets within range 
(approx 30 meters) it sends a push-notice to 
your mobile and alerts you.

…and tells you… 
Open the app and you’ll see a small icon 
that tells you what you shouldn’t miss.

It’s very simple to get started…

This blue  
dot is you!

The app gives you 
a notice!

What not  
to miss!



…whats in front… 
A reminder invites you to read more.

…to expierience… 
And when you click the reminder the full text 
and photo appears.

…and says good-bye. 
The app even sends a push notice in case 
you missed the building or site.

…and quriosity keeps you going.

And here’s all you 
need to know.

Just so you don’t 
miss anything.



Different categories 
But there’s so much more to see on St 
Barth. That’s why we included other places 
worth visiting and see. Such as museums, 
attraction as Le Select and, naturally, all the 
beautiful beaches on the island.

Deeper information 
Each beach has its own charm and are 
worth a visit, a swim and plenty of time to 
relax. Our app guides you!

Always near you 
Even though Gustavia and St Barth isn’t that 
big it’s nice to know where you are. And 
where the interesting places are. You are the 
blue dot!

Different interests needs different information



Just in case… 
The app also comes handy when you 
quickly need to find the right phonenumber 
to call. You don’t even have to dial, help is 
just a klick away.

Background stories 
The long history of St Barth is also presented 
in short and the app even includes a video 
as a introduction to the island.

Scenic photos 
If you want to have a closer look of what it 
looks like around the island there is at photo 
gallery that gives you an idea. There’s even a 
video to introduce you to what to expect.

Inspiration & information always at hand


